Brett
	Summary: The Delphyne continues its perilous journey across Dominion held space toward their rendezvous with the wormhole ship. The Delphyne is feeling the strain of the long journey and her damage, and many small problems have cropped up and been repaired by engineering.

Brett
	Summary: With two days to go, the Breen vessel should be coming into sensor range of the Delphyne's probes soon.

Brett
	<<<<Resume Mission "The Last Dragon - Part 10">>>>

CMO_T`Rel
	::In sickbay prepping things, organizing the medicines::

CTO_Tek
	::In the holo-deck with his security teams running the drill yet again for what seem to be the millionth time.::

SO_So`Quon
	::Is heading up to the bridge in the TL with a few PADDs of notes in his hands::

CO_Mash`ev
	:: Leaving his quarters, headed for the Bridge. ::

EO_Goldshirt
	::Walking the halls going to his next maintenance call::

NPC_Rynle
	::Waltzes through the sickbay doors with an armful of PADDs::

CMO_T`Rel
	Rynle: Excuse me, what are those PADDs for?

CTO_Tek
	::Finishes the current drill and calls the men and woman together to review their lastest series of strikes::

CO_Mash`ev
	TL: Bridge.

SO_So`Quon
	::Steps off the TL onto the bridge and walks over to Science Station I, setting the PADDs down, and logs in.::

FCO_Dent
	::Picking their way through the region, attempting to avoid Dominion ships.::

CO_Mash`ev
	:: Exits TL, looks to see who is on duty. ::

NPC_Rynle
	CMO: Nothing important, if you have something you'd like me to take care of immediately. ::Sets the PADDs aside onto a tray.::

CTO_Tek
	::The teams begin to nit-pick their performance, noticing items that could be improved on.::

CNS_Nayla
	::Reads a file, while sitting in one of the chairs on the bridge.::

CMO_T`Rel
	Rynle: We should be nearing the Breen science ship... where the wormhole is generated. There undoubtedly will be conflict. And when there is conflict, there is frequently injuries. Therefore, we need to get sickbay prepared.

SO_So`Quon
	::Picks through a summary of the Prodigal components of the wormhole ship and nods to the CO as he enters the bridge.:: ALL: Captain on the bridge.

OPS_Kevlar
	::Stands at attention as the Captain enters.::

CO_Mash`ev
	All: As you were.  :: Walks over to Science. ::

NPC_Rynle
	CMO: Yes sir; and what are your orders, Doctor? ::Pays careful attention to her.::

EO_Goldshirt
	::Arrives at the port plasma coil housing and begins his inspection.::

CMO_T`Rel
	Rynle: Can you make certain we are all stocked up and the freezer is properly organized with our perishible medicines?

CTO_Tek
	::With the Monday morning quarter backing completed the teams sets to run the exercise again, while not the first time, this time they run through the entire assault from start to setting of the explosives.::

SO_So`Quon
	CO: Greetings, sir.... ::notes the incoming data:: I show contacts ahead detected by the probes, near the coordinates shown in the alternate Delphyne files.

NPC_Rynle
	::Makes a note on the one remaining PADD in her hand, despite her unfailing memory.:: CMO: Yes sir. And should we not be fully stocked...?

CO_Mash`ev
	SO: Very good, So'Quon. Can you tell if we've been spotted?

CMO_T`Rel
	Rynle: I believe we should be... with one exception. The jynoxridle. There was some used earlier on ensign Jensen.

CTO_Tek
	::Leads one of the assault teams through a holodeck generator version of what they believe is the enemy ship, all three teams are using minimal radio contact to keep in touch.::

SO_So`Quon
	CO: Not yet. I believe Grey Mode is keeping us secure, for now.

CO_Mash`ev
	SO: That's some good news.  :: A very slight undertone of tension in his voice. ::

CO_Mash`ev
	FCO: Excellent job getting us here, Mr Dent.

FCO_Dent
	CO: Aye sir...I'll try and come in from an angle that will keep us in their blind spots as long as possible.

EO_Goldshirt
	::Taps his communicator:: Computer make note, Port Plasma coil in need of replacment within the week, will require shut down of some systems inclucing the shield generator to acomplish, until done coil is vulerable to damage from exertion.

SO_So`Quon
	::Notes some level of apprehension in the CO's voice:: CO: Sir, perhaps we should tighten our formation with the probes or bring them back in order to maximize stealth at this point.

CTO_Tek
	::Leads his team in taking the wormhole device and hears the short radio calls of the holo bridge and engineering being captured.::

NPC_Rynle
	CMO: Aye, doctor. ::Drops the PADD onto the other pile and sweeps out into the storage room::

EO_Goldshirt
	Computer: Forward note to CO's daily report.

CO_Mash`ev
	FCO: Best course. Let's take the time we need to be as safe and unseen as possible.

CMO_T`Rel
	::Curiosity gets the best of the vulcan and she goes and looks at the PADDs the nurse left behind.::

CO_Mash`ev
	SO: I was thinking that same thing, ensign. Check Tek's configuration. He's trying to hide those probes and any sudden changes may break his programming.

CNS_Nayla
	::Looks to the CO.::

EO_Goldshirt
	::Realizing that if one is damaged the other may need repair too goes to the Starboard coil housing.::

CTO_Tek
	::Orders the explosive-setting teams to begin their work. He also has the search teams search for anyone else not killed, disabled, or captured in their initial attack while leaving personnel at each of the key stations.::

SO_So`Quon
	CO: Aye, sir. ::Wonders where the CTO is right now as he looks to see a crewman at tactical.::

NPC_Rynle
	::Pulls open the first container of supplies and meticulously records the contents.::

CMO_T`Rel
	::Looks over the PADDs briefly.:: Self: Curious... I had no idea that El Aurians were so detail-oriented... ::Vulcan eyebrow raise.::

CTO_Tek
	:: Begins getting reports of teams securing each deck of the holodeck created vessel.::

NPC_Rynle
	::Closes the first container and opens the next, again recording the contents::

EO_Goldshirt
	::Begins inspecting the starboard housing.::

SO_So`Quon
	Self: Hmm....satisfactory. CO: I think the current configuration will keep the probes hidden, that is until we get within a few million kilometers of the Dominion contacts, then we'll need to draw them back to the Delphyne.

CNS_Nayla
	::Wonders if the CO is stressed by the way he acts.::

OPS_Kevlar
	All: There is a sudden power fluctuation in the port-side aft shield generator. Looks like it's going to finally give up the ghost.

CO_Mash`ev
	:: Paces the Bridge, alternating between Science and Tactical, watching the viewscreen in between. ::

CO_Mash`ev
	OPS: Can you route power around to compensate?

NPC_Rynle
	::Continues moving down the line, quickly and accurately counting the contents of each receptacle.::

CTO_Tek
	::Gets the report that the explosives have been set. He also see that the fourth the of the volunteers was operating the holo-wormhole device to open a holo-wormhole for the holo-graphic Delphyne to fly through. With the holo-ship secured Tek orders all but the minimal personnel to return to the Holo-Delphyne.::

EO_Goldshirt
	::Finishes his scans and heads to the Bridge to report to OPS.::

OPS_Kevlar
	CO: I'm afraid not Captain, the problem is in the generator itself.

CO_Mash`ev
	::mutters:: Self: Not now! ::Rubs his eyes.::

SO_So`Quon
	::Blinks curious red eyes at the CO, seeing the worry on his Bolian face.::

CO_Mash`ev
	*EO_Goldshirt*: There's a problem with the aft shield generator, Mr Goldshirt. Please coordinate with OPS and get that repaired as soon as possible.

CTO_Tek
	::Watchs the holo-Delphyne go through the holo-wormhole then hits the explosives trigger, the holo-deck blossoms to a bright white light then the grid lines appear.::

EO_Goldshirt
	*CO* Aye, I was about to coordinate with OPS about a problem with the port plasma coil housing.

OPS_Kevlar
	CO: We could shut it down and turn it on with what it's got left in it later, or Engineering could try to fix the damaged generator, but there's not much I can do here.

NPC_Rynle
	::Records information from the last storage container and emerges from the storage room. Waltzes to a station and begins to log in her findings.::

CTO_Tek
	All: Ok good job everyone take a 30 minute break then report to the conference room for debriefing.

NPC_Rynle
	::Glances at the CMO while working.::

EO_Goldshirt
	*OPS* We have need to shut down some systems to replace a housing within the port plasma housing, while this is being done we could put a team on performing what repairs we could on the generator.

EO_Goldshirt
	::Arrives at the Bridge::

CTO_Tek
	*Beta team assault team leader*: LtJG Froogle, you and your teams may begin the second phase of your training, alpha assault teams are finished with full mock drill.

CMO_T`Rel
	::Continues to power up the biobeds, and take a minute to listen to the feed from the bridge to get an idea of how close they are.::

NPC_Rynle
	::Looks to the CO and gives a light cough. She has a question on her mind to ask him. She hopes to get his attention, when he's not quite so busy.::

OPS_Kevlar
	*EO*: Acknowledged Engineering.

CO_Mash`ev
	:: Looks at Goldshirt, who suddenly appeared on the Bridge, with a slightly incredulous look. Mash'ev was expecting him to be at the aft shield generator. ::

SO_So`Quon
	CO: Sir... ::motions to try and draw his attention to his console:: ...you may want to see this.

NPC_Rynle
	::Enters all the information she gathered into the computer inventory database by memory, then saves the results. Takes another look at the CMO, before continuing to the refrigeration unit.::

OPS_Kevlar
	::Works to shut down the necessary systems.::

CO_Mash`ev
	:: Crosses to Science. ::  SO: What is it?

CTO_Tek
	*CO*: The first set of three teams has just finished a holo-training set of capture, use and destruction the wormhole vessel. The back-up teams are currently running through similar drills.

EO_Goldshirt
	CO: Sorry I was on my way here to coordinate the powering down of certain areas when you contacted me.

CMO_T`Rel
	Rynle: Nurse... I have noticed you glancing at me from time to time. Is there something you have on your mind? The mission perhaps? ::Asks in her typical Vulcan-like, unemotional way.::

CO_Mash`ev
	*CTO* Understood, Mr Tek. Please report to the Bridge right away.

EO_Goldshirt
	::Moves over to OPS and hands him a PADD with the schedule of repairs and areas to be effected.::

OPS_Kevlar
	::Takes the PADD from the EO and studies it, nodding at the EO::

CO_Mash`ev
	EO: Understood. We need that shield generator back online right away.

SO_So`Quon
	::Gestures as he speaks to the info on the monitor.:: CO: I have an ID on three of the contacts in the area ahead. One matches the configurations of the Breen timeship, another is a Breen supply and support vessel, and yet another is a Jem'Hadar Battlecruiser.

NPC_Rynle
	::Answers in an almost identical manner.:: CMO: I have simply been been making an attempt to make eye contact in anticipation of an additional request or input from you in the course of my duties. If I am distracting or offending to you, I would be glad to try another way.

CO_Mash`ev
	SO: Jem'Hadar?  :: Looks again, hoping the SO is wrong. ::

EO_Goldshirt
	::After delivering the schedule begins heading for the Port Shield Generator:: Chief Haran: Please assign a repair team to replace the port plasma coil housing.

CO_Mash`ev
	SO: Get Tek involved, right away.

FCO_Dent
	CO: Confirmed sir, I'm reading the three vessels.

EO_Goldshirt
	::Arrives at port shield generator and assesses the damage.::

CTO_Tek
	*CO*: Aye aye, sir.

CTO_Tek
	::Nods to Lt Froogle and Ensign Doozer as he heads for the bridge.::

SO_So`Quon
	::nods grimly:: CO: Given its size and overabundance of weaponry, there is no doubt it is Jem'Hadar. ::hears the CO response:: Yes, sir.

CO_Mash`ev
	FCO: Keep us away from that Battlecruiser, Mr Dent.

FCO_Dent
	CO: Right...sure...like that's an easy task.

CTO_Tek
	::Wonders what so important that he needs to be on the bridge, when he trying to practice for a suicide mission that may turn suicidal.::

CMO_T`Rel
	Rynle: Offense can only be taken where there are emotions present. I am a Vulcan.

CO_Mash`ev
	FCO: I know I don't have to tell you that.

CTO_Tek
	::Enters the TL and asks to be taken to the bridge.::
	
CMO_T`Rel
	Rynle: Do you have any questions about the mission?

CTO_Tek
	::Feels the TL lift move.::

CNS_Nayla
	CO: I must speak with you. When you have the time.

SO_So`Quon
	::Involuntarily gulps as he looks over the weapons data on the battlecruiser, knowing that even a fair fight against that would be hopeless.::

CTO_Tek
	::Feels the TL come to a stop and the doors pop open. He looks out, hoping he has arrived on the bridge.::

NPC_Rynle
	::After a second's consideration, decides this wouldn't be the best time to debate anything.:: CMO: Don't let people die, right? I think I've got it. Thank you, Doctor. Did you require anything more of me, sir; or should I continue the refrigeration unit inventory?

EO_Goldshirt
	::Finds that the alignment of the phase coils has been seriously damaged, begins plotting out the repairs.::

SO_So`Quon
	::Looks back seeing the CTO standing in the TL, appearing disoriented.::

CO_Mash`ev
	CNS: What is it?

CTO_Tek
	::Glad to see he arrived at the bridge and exits the TL before the car decided to fall or something then heads for the tactical station.::

EO_Goldshirt
	::An Engineering team arrives and begins implementing the repairs.::

CNS_Nayla
	CO: Are you stressed, Sir?

CMO_T`Rel
	Rynle: Nothing at this time, Nurse, thank you.

EO_Goldshirt
	::Finds a misalignment in the power flow to the shield generator and begins restoring the alignment::

CO_Mash`ev
	CNS: Councilor, you have no idea. :: Just shakes his head, very slightly. ::

SO_So`Quon
	CTO: Ensign Tek, I need your expertise here.

CTO_Tek
	::Looks around the bridge and wonder why he was need here as he takes over the tactical station.::

CTO_Tek
	SO: My expertise? On what? ::Wonders if the nerdy SO wants to learn how to play poker or flirt with women.::

SO_So`Quon
	::Transfers the contact info to tactical, most notably the timeship and the battlecruiser.::  CTO: On your monitor, please.

CO_Mash`ev
	CNS: ::under his breath:: I'm about to send the Delphyne into a very perilous situation and ask for any number of crew to sacrifice their lives to save the rest of the ship. :: Seems to be holding something more back. ::

NPC_Rynle
	::Nods to T'Rel and proceeds into the refrigeration unit.::

CTO_Tek
	::Looks at the screen is disappoint that it only a batttlecruise and not a hot alien woman.::  SO: A standard dominion battlecruiser, what's so special about it?

SO_So`Quon
	CTO: I fail to see anything 'standard' about it Mr. Tek. It's a high threat to the Delphyne all by itself. I wanted to keep you informed of that.

CTO_Tek
	SO: Oh. Well, I gather you want my expert opinion?

CNS_Nayla
	CO: Go On... ::is only heard by him::

EO_Goldshirt
	<Chief Harid> *EO* we have arrived at the port housing and are ready to begin work, are we approved to power down the necessary systems?

EO_Goldshirt
	*Chief* I will ensure that.

SO_So`Quon
	::Shakes his head, feeling the fatigue creeping up with him, and simply turns away going back to his sensors, thinking K'Vas was at least more serious about his job.::

EO_Goldshirt
	*OPS* We are ready to begin work, are your systems rerouted?

CTO_Tek
	SO: I strongly suggest we avoid that ship.......unless your a magician.

CO_Mash`ev
	CNS: Well, it's my first command outside of StarFleet training. And.. it's a big price to pay. But the stakes are pretty high...

NPC_Rynle
	::Eventually emerges from the refrigeration unit, shivering slightly, and with faintly blue fingers.::

CMO_T`Rel
	::Sees the slight shiver from the nurse and feels bad, but considering her own physiology it would have been worse for her.::

CNS_Nayla
	CO: If it was me... ::says in a whisper:: I'd try for alternate routes, if there are any.

SO_So`Quon
	::Thinks there is hope for Tek, now.:: CTO: I couldn't agree more. ::Keeps eyes focused on sensors, monitoring the position of the ship and the probes relative to the contacts detected.::

CO_Mash`ev
	CNS: Believe me, I've been down that path more than once. I had hoped to hear something 'new' in the Staff Meeting but.. this seems the best course of action.

NPC_Rynle
	::Immediately proceeds to the console to enter in the information. Rubs her hands together to restore feeling to her fingers so she can accurately enter the information.::

OPS_Kevlar
	::Finishes tapping into his console the approval for all the repairs.::

EO_Goldshirt
	*Chief* Begin repairs.

CTO_Tek
	::Wonders if this is why they called him on to the bridge, to tell them to avoid a BC? He had thought first year cadets know that.......::

NPC_Rynle
	::Finishes entering the information, then turns to T'Rel:: CMO: You were correct, there is a shortage only of jynoxridle.

CMO_T`Rel
	::nods:: Rynle: Excellent. Thank you.

CNS_Nayla
	CO: If you must feel that way, but I do wish there were other options. ::continued in a whisper:: I shall go sit back down.

CO_Mash`ev
	CNS/Self: Me too. Me too. : :Frowns as he heads for Science. ::

Brett
	Action: The Delphyne flies on, their destination, and their opposition, now clear.

Brett
	<<<<Pause>>>>

